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A Type-Theoretic Semantics of Arrays 
CARL MCCROSKY AND DIl’TENDU DUITA 
Department of Computational Science, Univenity of Saskatchewan 
Abstract. A type-theoretic definition of nested, heterogeneous arrays is given. A subtype 
relationship is defined for this domain, and subtype polymorphic inheritance is 
established. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Arrays are inextricably intertwined with our notions of computing machines, algorithms, and 
languages. Yet, little has been done to give them a formal meaning. [g] has pursued a 
geometrical pproach called “array theory”; [4] give a definition based on logic. This paper gives 
a type-theoretic definition [l]. This approach has the advantage of being compatible with 
important related efforts in the semantics of programming languages and types. In particular, it 
permits the use of polymorphic values [7]. This paper defines arrays, fundamental operations on 
arrays, the notion of types of arrays, and a subtype relationship among array types. 
2. ARRAYS ARE A SPECIALIZATION OF TUPLES 
Structured types are made from other types by type constructors. The product constructor, 
l , builds pairs of types, Tp = (T1 l T2). Tuple notation is based on the product type 
constructor and a special type nil (which has only one object, nil): 
o= nil, CD= (a * nil), <a,b> = (a * (b * nil)) (0) 
Three operations are assumed for tuples: the constructor and the selectors first and rest. 
From these we get the ability to select any item from an n-tuple by composing first and n 
rests to select the nth item (counting from zero). Selection is denoted by either the index 
function or subscripting. index maps from natural numbers to tuples to values contained in 
tuples. If a = <x, y, z>, then a0 = index 0 a = x, al = index 1 a = y, and a2 = index 2 a 
= z. index e a is undefined if e $5 {O, 1,2}. 
Arrays are a specialization of tuples. They have a shape and contents, with constraints on 
both: 
arraycbase) = {<shape, content> / shape = cextento, extentl, . . . . extentvat,,,_ > (1) 
A valence E nat 
A extenti E nat 
A content = citemg, iteml, . . . . iternt,lry_l> 
A itemi E base 
A tally = extentox . . . x extentvdence_l x I] 
An array’s valence is its number of dimensions; its shape is a list of extents on these 
dimensions. Items are taken from a base set. Arrays may be empty. They contain no items 
(tally = 0) when any extent is zero. - 
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3. A UNIVERSAL VALUE SPACE 
A universal value space, V, is given by a recursive domain equation: 
V = v&& + vi, + v,h, + . . . + (V + V) + (V 3 V) + array(V) (2) 
where Vboot, Vint. ami VChar are the flat lattices of booleans, integers, and characters [9]. 
Only those tuples that meet the constraints of the type function array are in V. In particular, 
tuples occur only in groups of three: one contains the other two, which represent a shape and a 
contents. Thus general tuples are replaced by the more disciplined notion of arrays. Arrays 
contain arbitrary values, including other arrays and functions. Arrays may be heterogeneous 
(i.e., contain items of mixed type). V is partitioned into four sets: the set of primitive data 
types, VP, the set of disjoint unions, VU, the set of functions, V’ and the set of arrays Vu. 
4. ARRAY NOTATION 
Notation for arrays is given in modified Backus-Naur-Form, where outlined symbols are 
terminals. Expressions (expr) and identifiers (ident) are not defined here. 
array ::= [ list ; list ] / [ list ] 
list ::= itemized-tist / ident . . 
itemized-list ::= expr / expr , itemized-list 
Array notation implies that the constraints of the type function array are met. Examples are 
given below: 
JuDle notation mv omo 
<<22>,<123,4>> [2.3;nl, 2:3:41 
S!a?!C.contents 
[2,3] [I, 2,3.4,5,61 
<O>,d23>> [I* 2,31 131 /1,2,31 
<<OCF . .. >,<bo, . . . >> [a..; b..] [a.. ] lb.. ] 
5. ADDRESSING 
indices are used to select items in tuples; addresses are used to select items in arrays. The 
set of all indices, I, addresses, A and shapes, Z, for any array in Vu are: 
I = nut (3.1) 
A = c = {[uo,q,.... $_I]/ V E Mt h Ui E Mt} (3.2) 
A one-to-one mapping between indices in tuples and addresses inarrays is required in order to give 
meaning to the notion of selecting from an array of arbitrary shape. A conventional choice is 
“row-major” order: 
uddressTolndex: A + C --) nut (4.1) 
uddressToIndex [ a~, . . . . %_I] [so, . . . . S,J] = (4.2) 
(uoxs~x...x~_~)+(u~xs2x...xsv_~)+ . . . +u+1 +o 
when (V E nut) A (Ui E Nt) A (Si E POS) A (Ui < Si) 
The meaning of picking an item of an array is given in terms of the primitive notion of 
indexing in a tuple. 
pick: A + Vu + V (5.1) 
pick [ up . . . , %,.I] [SO, . . . . s,.l; c..] = (5.2) 
index (u&essToIndex [a~, . . . . u,,_I] [SO, . . . . s,_I]) CC..> 
uddressToIndex and pick are undefined when the shape and the address do not have the same 
number of items (the address is improper), the shape contains a zero (the array is empty), or any 
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item of the address is not less than the corresponding item of the address (the pick is out of 
range). extenf selects items tiom an array’s hape. 
extent: Va + I + pas, extent [SO, . . . . q-1 ; c..] x = index x <SO, .. . . q-1 > (6) 
6. SHAPE, VALENCE, AND TALLY 
valence gives the number of dimensions of any array; shape gives the extent on each 
dimension: and tally gives the total number of items. 
valence: Vu + nut, valence [so, sl, . . . . sv.1; c..] = v (7.1) 
shape: V, + C, shape Is..; c..] = Is..] (7.2) 
tally: Vu + nut, tally [so. sl, . . . . sv_l ; c..] = So x sl x . . . X S,_l X 1 (7.3) 
7. TYPES 
The set of all types, T, is a disjoint union. (Types are in a conventional meta-level domain 
that includes tuples and sets. It would be advantageous for any programming language using this 
type model to map tuples and sets to V. This would permit the advantages of reflectivity.) 
T = TP + T, + Tf + Tu (8.1) 
Primitive types are names. 
TP = “bool” + “int” + “chur” + . . . (8.2) 
Disjoint unions types are pairs of types. 
TU = <T, T> (8.3) 
Function types are also pairs of types, the domain and the range. 
Tf = <T,T> (8.4) 
Array types are triples consisting of a valence constraint, q,, an extent constraint, r,, and an item 
type constraint, 7it. each of which are described below. 
T, = -q. te, t$- (8.5) 
0 a valence constraint, z,, is of type 2Mt. It partially describes an array type by constraining 
the choice of valence. cv is a valence constraint predicate; it is true of a valence constraint, 
r,,, and an array, a, if valence u is an element of rv. 
cv: 2Pos + Tu 3 boo1 , cv tv = = valence a E tv (9.1) 
The valence constraint set for V, is pas; the constraint set for lists (one-dimensional 
arrays)is (11. 
0 an extent constraint, re. is of type nut -_) 2 nut. It partially describes an array type by 
constraining the choice of extents for the dimensions of the type. c, is an extent constraint 
predicate; it is true of an extent constraint, r,, and an array, a, if the extents of a are 
elements of q, d for each dimension d < valence a 
c,:(nat + 2nat) + T, + boo1 (9.W 
c, tea = v d / (0 2 d < valence a), extent a d f te d (9.2b) 
An extent constraint for lists is {O 3 nutJ. 
0 an item type constraint, ‘it, is of type A + T. It partially describes an array type by 
constraining the choice of items at all addresses. Cit is an item type predicate; it is true of an 
item type constraint, rit, and an array, a, if all items of the array meet the item type 
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constraint, where R maps from types to sets of values: 
Cit.* (A 3 T) + Ta + boo1 (9.3a) 
ck tu a = V i / (0 2 i < valence a), V Xij / 0 2 Xij < extent a i, (9.3b) 
(pick [xi,0 I xi.1 , . . . B Xijl a) E R ([if [Xi,O* Xi.1 p . ..t Xijl) 
The item type constraint for integer arrays is the function that maps all addresses to Ti, 
A value, v, is of type, T, if it is in the set R T. R is defined by cases on the structure Of its 
argument. 
Q: T + 2’8 R [TbooJ = VboolB R [TiJ 
i2 IT1 + T2] = fQ TI) + (fi T2, 
~2 ITI +TJ = if/ tJxE (QTI), (fx., f 
n [ctv* tp tit>] = ial (cvtva) A (ceted 
8. SUBTYPES 
= vints R iTchar = I/,har (10.1) 
(10.2) 
_L *AXE fiT2)J (10.3) 
A tci* tit a) J (10.4) 
Array types constitute a lattice [9]. A subtype relationship is given for arrays, and assumed 
for other types. One array type, r&, is a subtype of (is less than in the type lattice) another 
array type, rsup: 
“sub,’ t,,b,I ‘Spit’ 5 asup “’ fsl4& ‘.sup$ (11) 
iff the following conditions hold: 
0 the Valence COnStrakIt Of the subtype, rsUb,, is a subset of the valence constraint of the 
supertype, kiP,. 
hub c hp, (12.1) 
l for all dkensions, d, possible in the subtype, the set of permissible xtents for the subtype 
are a subset of the permissible xtents for the supertype. 
Q d / (0 5 d < v), tsub, d E tsupe d where v = mzx &,v (12.2) 
l for all addresses possible in the subtype, the permissible item types for the subtype are 
subtypes of the permissible item types for the supertype. 
V di / (0 5 di < V), v aij / 0 s aij C max(tsde di), (12.3) 
tsubit laifl, aid, . . . . aijl s tsupit laiJ, QiJ, . . . . aijl Where V = mar [sub, 
9. DISCUSSION 
It is possible for the notions of types and subtypes to be based on either structural or 
behavioural aspects of values. In this model, types and subtypes are defined in terms of structure 
- a type is a subtype of a supertype because it meets all the structural constraints of the 
supertype, and adds more constraints. Array structure has three aspects: the number of 
dimensions, the extent on each dimension, and the type of items permitted at each address. While 
there are strong reasons to use behavioural subtyping, especially in the object-oriented paradigm 
[21. structural subtyping is appropriate for arrays because of the convenience of subtype 
polymorphism. Subtype polymorphism permits functions defined for supertypes to be inherited 
by subtypes (because all the structural assumptions of supertype implementations are met by 
subtype implementations). A function, f, of domain T is inherited by any type that is a 
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subtype of T: 
f: Q t I T, t + range. (13) 
For example, a function on integer arrays with valence = 2 also applies to integer arrays with 
shape = [2,3]. 
The model of arrays in this paper is very general. However, it is possible to constrain the 
model for practical languages. For instance, APL permits only homogeneous, primitive value 
arrays [3]. Nial permits heterogeneous, nested arrays, but not functional values or disjoint 
unions IS]. Falafel. a language being developed at the University of Saskatchewan, adopts our 
most general view of arrays 161. 
[4], [S], and 181 permit valences of zero as a means of incorporating atomic types. The 
present semantics include arrays of zero valence, but non-array types are distinct from array types. 
Our approach is multi-sorted. Zero-valent arrays contain exactly one item, which is picked with 
an empty list; their shape is also the empty list. Like [4], [5], and [S], this semantics permits 
countably many empty arrays (one for each shape containing at least one zero). However, 
empties here do not carry “prototype” values. An empty list of integers is not distinguished from 
an empty list of booleans. 
This paper contributes the first comprehensive type-theoretic model of arrays. This 
foundation is a suitable basis for numerous array-related research topics. For example, there are 
interesting issues involved in the implementation of arrays. The underlying model for arrays in 
this paper is nested pairs. While this is a suitable foundation for a semantic definition, it is quite 
inappropriate for implementation. A principal advantage of arrays is the possibility of mapping 
them directly to linear memories, thus permitting constant-time random-access. Research into 
using flat representations while avoiding copying on function application is underway [a]; this 
paper is a necessary foundation for further advances. 
L Cardelli and P. Wegner. 
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